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FADE IN

1 EXT AN OUTDOOR SHOPPING CENTER - DAY 1

We open up on our protagonist, LEVI, who is walking around a

shopping center. He walks for a little bit, looking around

inquisitively. During his walk, A GIRL walks by, his age,

attractive. As she passes, she drops her bag and the

contents spill out.

LEVI stoops down to help her out, putting everything back

into the bag and smiling, when suddenly THE GIRL’S BOYFRIEND

swoops by and moves her along, giving LEVI a dirty look.

LEVI looks back at him, smiling faintly and looking off.

We linger on this for a second when suddenly LEVI gets a

text message from LUCY. He looks down reading my parents are

out, come over around 8?

MUSIC STARTS

LEVI looks up from his phone, ecstatic. He begins running as

the music begins and the diegetic noise fades.

2 INT A CHANGING ROOM - DAY 2

We enter a small montage with LEVI trying on different suit

pieces, some ridiculous and some looking good, the store

employee giving his thumbs up and thumbs down. After a

while, LEVI decides on a particular suit and tie (doesn’t

matter what color etc. just has to look good).

3 EXT AN OUTDOOR SHOPPING CENTER - DAY 3

LEVI walks down the outdoor shopping center in slow motion,

doing head nods and pointing despite there being nobody

looking at him.

4 EXT THE PARKING LOT - DAY 4

LEVI is digging through his car, putting the box of

chocolates and flowers away. We cut to a group of 2 boys,

sneaking around where they spot LEVI’S wallet and keys. As

LEVI is preoccupied, the boys sneak by and capture the

wallet and keys. LEVI doesn’t notice and looks around and

can’t find them, eventually spotting the kids and running

after them.
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5 EXT MULTIPLE PLACES - DAY 5

This is basically a montage of LEVI and the boys running.

Shouldn’t take too long. Just running. Nothing special lol.

6 EXT THE SKATE PARK - DAY 6

LEVI spies on the 2 guys messing around in the skate park,

looking through the wallet and doing stupid stuff.

Eventually, LEVI rushes in there and starts comedically

fighting them in slo-mo. He comes out on top eventually.

7 EXT MULTIPLE PLACES - DAY 7

A mirror of the first running montage. He runs back to his

car.

8 EXT THE PARKING LOT - DAY 8

LEVI arrives back at the parking lot, starting the car and

about to put it in reverse when suddenly he gets a text. jk

lol wrong guy sorry. A confused look from LEVI.

We cut in time to LEVI being sad and looking around. He

walks for a little bit and we cut to a long shot where

JUSTIN, from the first JOKES ON YOU approaches him. Silence.

He gets close enough and shakes his hand.


